April, 2020

BCT Inc., a PCA transportation Company

Drivers notice change: traffic, speeds, facilities
I-5 Owner-Operator Rami Pystoe sees a noticeable difference in highway traffic around
his home and along the routes he
drives.

“When I go home
to Thousand Oaks (CA) , it’s like
a Sunday every ay,” Pystoe said
while waiting for a load in Salt
Lake City.

Lighter traffic is one of the
common changes that drivers
notice since onset of Corona virus mandates. But there are issues with normal stops along
routes throughout the country
and even when drivers arrive at
their destinations.
Pystoe typically runs from the
Los Angeles area along I-5 to
place like Wallula, Washington,
Boise Idaho, and Hermiston Oregon.
“I see a clear difference,” he
said. “If there's anything good
in this situations, it’s lighter traffic
in LA.”
He said there has been
bumper-to-bumper traffic in the
LA area anytime of the day for
the past 15 years. But now he
can now “set the cruise control “
and move along at 55 mph.

“

It’s like a Sunday every day.”

-Owner Rami Pystoe
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He overcomes the problem of
eating along his routes by stocking up his refrigerator and using
the microwave in his truck. The
biggest thing he notices is how
people behave. “They’re more
quiet...there’s not as much laughter,” he said.
Frank Zito, a company driver out of Waco said he doesn’t
yet notice much difference in traffic. While there isn’t so much
traffic in town, he said highways “
between here and Dallas are
full.”
(Continued on page 3)
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AFR at 1.11 after two company preventables
Two preventable accidents,
both involving drivers in Company trucks, resulted in a combined
Accident Frequency Rate (AFR)
of 1.27 for the month of March.
“Both accidents were relatively minor in nature,” said Randy
Bailey, Manager of Driver Services and Safety. “But they did
cause damage.”
Owner-Operators had an excellent month logging 919,000
miles with no preventable accidents, Bailey reported. The two
Company preveenables (the first

two of
2020) resulted in an
AFR for the
month of
3.04 for
that driving
group.

ACCIDENT FREQUENCY
2020 3- Month AFR
Preventable
Accident*

For the
Randy Baiyear, Company trucks have driven 1.9 million
miles and only 2 preventables.
Owners have driven 2.8 million
miles with three preventable accidents.

AFR**

January
February
March

2
1
2

1.32
0.71
1.27

Total

5

1.11

*Any accident in which our driver
failed by defensive driving to do
everything reasonable to prevent
the accident.
** The number of preventable
wrecks per million miles of travel.

Scott Sjoholm of Eden, Idaho March 20 as
a new Owner-Operator out of Boise.

Welcome to new and returning drivers
who have joined the ranks of BCT, Inc.
and Boise Trucking Operations during
the past month.

Toriano Copeland of Houston, Texas
March 26 as a new Leased Driver for PCA
Houston.
James Beard of Winfree March 26 as a
new Centerline driver for PCA Houston.

Fernando Osorio of Kennewick March 9 as
a new spotter for Owner-Operator Bob Hurley.

Jerry Ames, former Centerline Driver
transferring to a Company Driver out of Boise
effective March 30.

Brian Abshire of Lake Charles, Louisiana
March 13 as a returning Owner-Operator out of
DeRidder.

Curtis Anderson of Vancouver March 27
as a new Owner-Operator out of Vancouver.

Jose Villela Ramos of Pasco, WA March 13
as a new Owner-Operator out of Wallula.
Kody Swentik of Burbank, WA March 13 as
a new Centerline driver for Wallula Container
Herbert Mickens of Opelousa March 16 as
a new Owner-Operator out of DeRidder.
Dementrio A Perez of Pasco, Washington
March 17 as a new Centerline Driver for Wallula
Container.
William Letts of DeRidder, Louisiana
March 20 as a new Company Driver for
DeRidder.

Earn extra cash!
Check out our Driver-to-Driver
bonus program for current drivers
who help us connect with future
drivers, Page 13
If you’re an Owner-Operator
who knows a driver who would be
a good ‘fit’ for BCT ...

Call 1-800-544-5989,
Opt. 5.
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Pandemic driving
(Continued from page 1)

“People are taking it like it’s a
Dallas, Fort Worth and Houston.
paid vacation,” Zito said. He hauls
He notices a change in attimany things but typically cardboard
tudes as well. “Everybody treats
and sheets out of Waco towards
everyone like they have the
plague,” he said.
While he is another cdriver who
carries his own food, he’s upset by
how he’s been treated at some
destinations.
“We drive for hours and hours
to make a delivery and then they
don’t want us in their building to
use the rest room,” he said. And
there have been issues getting papers signed and exchanged. He
said that he puts paperwork in an
envelope and uses a hand sanitizer afterwards as a precaution.

“People are taking it like it’s a paid vacation.”

-PCA Driver Frank Zito

“You could go around the 285 loop with
your eyes closed.”

-Owner Jerry Marshall (right)

Above photo: Truck traffic on the I-285 Loop which
circle Atlanta typically travelled at about 15 miles per
hour prior to the pandemic. Truck speeds, measured
by GPS, increased to an average of 53 piles per hour
after restrictions were implemented.

Frequently called on to handle
multi-stop loads, Zito was told at
his second stop recently that he
couldn’t enter the building and use
the restroom like he was accustomed to doing in the past. The
employee at the door said he
(Continued on page 4)
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(Continued from page 3)

as a joke.”
Getting food when he wants it
isn’t an issue. “I don’t eat at truck
stops,” he said. “I get by home daily or my wife meets me.”

“You could go around the
285 loop with your eyes closed,”
Marshall said.

would be fired if he let drivers in.

The famous I-285 loop
around Atlanta is much easier to
“I wash my hands now more
navigate as a result of the COVIDthan I ever have in my life,” said
19 pandemic. At the intersection of
Jackson Owner-Operator JerI-85 and I-285 in Atlanta, locally
ry Marshall I’m just trying to be as
known as Spaghetti Junction, aftersafe as possible.”
noon rush hour truck speeds are
He mentioned restrictions now typically 15 mph due to congestion.
at delivery locations. “But I’m more During the third week of March,
scared of them than they are of
truck speeds averaged 53 mph,
according to the American Transme.” Marshall said it worries that
“young people are taking this thing portation Research Institute.

“It’s quite an inconvenience when you
can’t sit down and
have a lunch...I miss
the relaxing part of
it.”

-Owner Rick Abbott

Meeting needs of drivers
GM Dan Bernert sent along the follow message from Ross Corthell, Vice President of Transportation:
“This is a thank you to Bruce Ridley and Leo Karris and all our
Box Plant GM’s for making these stations available to truck drivers
who may have previously had access to rest rooms inside the building but don’t now due to COVID-19 defensive practices.”
Robert Sterkel, Regional Plant Manager at the Trenton Hexacomb location sent the photo of accommodations created there … a
portable restroom and hand washing station were located in a convenient place for drivers.

Owner Operator Rick Abbott
runs out of Boise and says that
while the traffic is a little lighter,
he’s surprised there’s as much traffic as there is. Much of his hauls
are between Wallula and Salt Lake.
But he gets to the Midwest or East
Coast about once a month.
He made a trip to Pennsylvania
just as pandemic restrictions were
starting to be implemented. He got
there and could still be served in
the restaurant. By the next morning, the restaurant was roped off
and closed to sit down service.
“It’s quite an inconvenience
when you can’t sit down and have
a lunch,” Abbott said. “I miss the
relaxing part of it.”
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There’s just a handful of people still allowed to work from the
BCT main offices in Boise. Most
have been asked to work from
home to help enforce social distancing and reduce the opportunity to spread the Corna virus.
Working from home isn’t always the blessing some would
think. There may be limited access to needed equipment
(copiers, other resources) and the
distraction may be greater.
Load Planner
Mike Hage:
Talk about distractions. I have
3 little kids and a wife at home
(with whom I love dearly) with no
office at the house to disappear
into. With that being said, the
work is getting done.
I am very thankful to work for
BCT/PCA and have a job that allows me to work from home when
so many are struggling right now.
I look forward to when the world
isn't ending and life gets back to
normal.
Most locations away from the
main office are staffed normally.
“We are armed with laptops in the
event something happens that
would require it.” said Wallula
Terminal Manager Andy Sarrazin. “But unless someone close
to us tests positive, we’ll be here.”
There’s some good and some
inconvenience that comes with
the move but all seem to be handling their chores well.
“At first it was a little difficult
but I have adapted to it pretty
well,” said Risk Administrator Jan
Rohr. “Nothing like getting out of
bed, grabbing a cup of coffee and

This is Load Planner Mike Hage on LOCKDOWN in the middle of our
floor remodel I'm working on. Mr. Doc Holliday insisted on helping.
walking 20 feet to my temporary
office,” she said.
Rohr said she gets back an
hour every day by avoiding the
daily commute. “However I do
miss the folks I work with. Randy,
Pat, Danelle and I make a pretty
good team.”

Executive Assistant
Conda Spellman:
Yes, I’m working from home
and just not having everything
handy that I sometimes need. We
just learn to make do with what
we have. It’s ok, very different
and everything takes longer.

Maintenance Manager Brent
Martell is working
from home and noticing internet
speed is slower
with three at his
home connected to
WiFi. His daughter
is hooked up doing
college work online
and his wife is also
working from home.

Danelle Holt
Driver Services:
Yes it has
been an adjustment. Since governor Little issued a stay-athome order for
Idaho on March
Holt
25, essentially
everyone has been working at
home. Yet since that time the
coronavirus cases has jumped
from 130 to 430 for the state as of
today.

Martell

(Continued on page 8)
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Fuel filter housing explodes causing injury to mechanic
The following was written by
Wallula Terminal Mgr. Andy Sarrazin following an incident in the
Wallula Shop that resulted in an
injury that could have been much
worse.
About 45 minutes ago an
owner operator pulled in the shop
because he had a leak in his fuel
filter housing.
Steve Kvalheim remembered
a method he learned in ASE Certification where he hooked up air

to the housing and sprayed
soapy water to detect where the
leak was coming from. Steve
loosened the fitting on one side
of the filter housing to allow air to
escape and hooked an air hose
to the other.
Once the air was connected,
Jesse began spraying the hous-

Diesel fuel filter

housing

ing and almost immediately it
blew up due to too much air pressure. A piece of the plastic housing hit Jesse on the right hand
and caused about a 1 inch laceration. We bandaged the wound
and sent him to the mill nurse
who subsequently recommended
we send him to the hospital to get
stitches.
I would say the SafeStart
state is complacency. Doing
something you’ve never done on
a tractor and not thinking it
through. Injury occurred by being
in the line of fire resulting from
their minds not being on the task
at hand.

Immediate stand down

Shop Manager Kevin
Franckowaick and I are going to
meet with all the other mechanics
in a few minutes for a conversation about what happened and
how to prevent it from happening
again.

Hazard info shared
BCT General Manager Dan Bernert (right) had hoped to take in a few
NCAA basketball games in Las Vegas in early March at the time the
pandemic restrictions started to take place. But he didn’t strike out
totally. He met up with Pete Rose, a long-time player and later manager of the Cincinnati Reds. In 23 years as a player, he booked 4,256
hits with a .303 average. He won three World Series rings, three batting titles, an MVP award, two Gold Gloves and made 17 All-Star appearances (at a record five positions). Betting on his own team kept
him out of the Hall of Fame.

Safety Manager Randy Bailey sent a message out to all locations soon after the incident:
Please do not use this process until we find out what happened and why. At first glance it
appears the air pressure applied was more than the system
could handle.
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Ron Bates, Waco Terminal Mgr. and Safestart Trainer said he “had a good time DeRidder catching the last
group on our SafeStart training.” The SafeStart program, a method for identify and avoiding safety hazards
was started more than a decade ago as a way of helping BCT and PCA trucking employees work and live

Pandemic restrictions have many trucks moving faster in congested areas
New data released by
the American Transportation Research Institute (ATRI) shows that
truckers are responding to the
COVID-19 pandemic by delivering the goods that Americans
need — at a much quicker than
usual pace.
According to a March 24 news
release from the ATRI, truckers
are actually traveling faster than
usual during the Coronavirus crisis in part because they aren’t
sitting in as much traffic as they
normally would.
“ATRI’s real-time GPS data
comes from more than a million
trucks, allowing us to analyze
freight flows, and so far in March,
what we are seeing is an unprecedented level of truck movement,”
said ATRI President and COO
Rebecca Brewster. “Not only are
trucks continuing to move, but
they are doing so at speeds well

in excess of normal traffic patterns.”
ATRI researchers made several interesting observations
about how much quicker truckers
are traveling. Check out the highlights below.
At the intersection of I-85 and
I-285 in Atlanta, known locally as
Spaghetti Junction, afternoon
rush hour truck speeds are typically less than 15 MPH due to
congestion. Last week, truck
speeds averaged 53 MPH.
In New York, along I-495 in
Queens, the afternoon rush hour
typically sees average truck
speeds of 16 MPH. Speeds have
now more than doubled, averaging 38 MPH, still below the posted
speed limit but certainly an improvement.
In Los Angeles, at the intersection of I-710 and I-105, truck

speeds during highly congested
morning rush hours are normally
less than 25 MPH between the
hours of 6 and 8 a.m. Truck
speeds are now averaging 53
MPH in the morning as Californians stay home but truck deliveries increase.
At the Byrne Interchange in
Chicago, where I-290 intersects
with I-90/I-94, morning truck
speeds are now averaging 43
MPH, more than twice the typical
morning rush hour speed of 20
MPH.
The ATRI explains the increased truck speeds by pointing
out a “dramatic reduction in commuter traffic” coupled with
“continuous 24/7 truck operations
that generate higher average
truck speeds across nearly all
hours of the day.”
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BACKING The month started with a common but bothersome accident as a driver was
backing to a dock in Carrolton,
Texas. The trailer door hit the
parked trailer of another company.
BACKING A company driver was backing to a Franklin, Indiana dock at a angle when his
tractor tire made contact with the
DOT bumper of another trailer on
March 9. There was damage to

Working from home
(Continud from page 5)

All of the businesses I need
(ITD and Department of motor
vehicles) have closed their doors
to walk-in traffic. And many other
states have done the
same. There is some frustration
not getting what I need to get
trucks on the road very quickly
and everything slowing down to a
snail’s pace. It makes it hard to
do my job. But I am doing the
best I can under the circumstances. Because I have a compromised immune system, I am going to take every measure I can
not to be exposed. The real heroes are our truck drivers. Happy
safe social distancing!

Accountant
Karen Sparks:

I am working from home.
It is going better than I
thought. My
only drawback
is that I haven’t
got a good
place to set up
yet, so everything is a bit
slower than it Karen Sparks

Trucking

the mud flap of the company
truck and minor damage to the
DOT bumper of the trailer that
was hit.
DUMPING A Wallula Company Chip Driver backed his trailer to the Wallula Mill Dumper
March 23. The driver noticed a
pile of chips on the dumper and
notified the operator. As the trailer was raised, it slid over the
backstop. Damage to the trailer
included landing legs, tarp and
should be and getting mail is a
challenge. I am fortunate my internet speed holds up well as
there are a few times I am working, my son is doing his college
classes online, and my daughter
is working from home also.
The silver lining in all of this
is now I know I can work from
home, so I will be able to do
some of the month end inventory
activities from home that I used
to go into the office on the weekend during month end.

wheel.
BACKING A PCA driver
backed his trailer into a customer’s dock in Cleburne, Texas
March 17. The driver of the trailer
parked next to him claimed the
BCT trailer hit his trailer. There
was no damage to the BCT trailer and the Company driver said
there was no impact. There
were no witnesses according to
the report.
PARKING An OwnerOperator was parked on 43N in
Jackson, Alabama where he often had in the past. But as he
pulled away, he noticed telephone cables laying on the trailer
that he had pulled down.
BACKING On March 27, the
driver of a Company truck was
backing into a customer’s dock in
Vernon, California. As he was
backing, he clipped a parked
trailer. His doors were tied back
While their was no damage to
BCT equipment, the cover and

Full Name

Truck #

Fleet

Raul Alaniz

03656

Chips

3/3/2020

Tylar Soulia

03648

Chips

3/6/2020

Terry Altvater

03602

Chips

3/6/2020

Yojanier Nunez Claro

03633

Chips

3/9/2020

Omar Medrano

03552

Chips

3/13/2020

Tylar Soulia

03648

Chips

3/13/2020

All six clean inspections
go to Chip Fleet Owners
The Northwest Chip Fleet
Owner-Operators have been the

Date of insp

only recipients of clean inspections during the most recent reporting. And Owner Tylar Soulia
had two .
Each clean inspection earned
the driver an additional $100 on
his settlement.

Trucking
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They say it’s lonely at the top and BCT Operations Manager Mike Hayes is one of few in the Boise main
office who isn’t working from home. He’s also one who isn’t anxious about the pandemic situation and
he offered a few tips from his own experience in a recent email which appears below.

Here’s a personal take on avoiding pandemic anxiety
I don’t know anything about psychology,
but while walking to work was contemplating
why I still don’t feel any real anxiety. Thankfully it doesn’t sound like any of you are
struggling either, but here’s a few ideas that
seem to work for me (just in case).
1. Keep your sense of humor. This isn’t really an apocalypse and most of you will live.
Surviving Dan’s jokes is another issue.
2. Maintain habits and structure. Get up at
the same time, shower and get dressed
every morning (even if not going in to
work). I make my bed too, but that’s just
me.
3. We’ve all been through some bad times
(earthquakes, hurricanes, 9/11, losing a
loved one, combat, etc.) but we are still
here to talk about it. I don’t dwell on those

things, just remind myself we made it
through those, we’ll get thru this.
4. Reach out to friends and family during
these crazy times. Last night after the
earthquake I talked/ texted people if haven’t spoken to in years. Just knowing
you’re not alone is very comforting.
5. Continue to do whatever provides comfort
for you and your family. For some that’s
practicing their faith, for me it’s lifting
weights in the garage then watching scary
movies with my daughter (while drinking
beer).
Let me know if there’s anything I can do for you.

-Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.
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Driver
ALANIZ, RAUL F

Trucking

Start
4/5/2019

Location

Years

Wallula BCT

1

ALLEN, MICHAEL W

4/19/2012

Vancouver BCT

8

BATES, RONALD W

4/4/2017

Waco Container

3

BEARD, JAMES E

4/1/2020

DeRidder Trkg

BOLANOS, MARTIN

4/1/2015

Wallula BCT

5

BRITTON, JAMES J

4/2/2008

Columbus Container

12

CASTELO, CARLOS L

4/10/2014

Wallula Hurley

6

CRAIN, STEVEN A

4/27/1997

DeRidder Trkg

23

Columbus Container

1

Wallula BCT

2

CRITNEY, NATHAN J
CRUZ, JUAN L

4/1/2019
4/23/2018

DALTON, MICHAEL E

4/1/2019

Salem Container

1

DAVIS, KEVIN M

4/3/2018

LCC South BCT

2

DRAPER, SAMUEL O

4/10/2018

Waco Container

2

EVANS, SCOTTIE L

4/16/2012

DeRidder Trkg

8

FARIAS, BENJAMIN

4/30/2018

Wallula Container

2

HADLEY, TIMOTHY

4/18/2011

Columbus Container

9

4/3/2018

Columbus Container

2

MOHNS, MICHAEL

4/17/1994

Columbus Container

26

OBYEDKOV, VALENTIN V

4/12/2019

Wallula BCT

1

HILL, MICHAEL A

STEWART, MICHAEL L

4/7/2014

DeRidder Trkg

6

THARP, CASEY

4/8/2015

Vancouver Chips BCT

5

VALLERY, KEVIN P

4/12/2019

LCC South BCT

1

WILLIAMS, DERICK

4/11/2016

Jackson BCT

4
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Attention Owners

You must return
heavy use form
to Driver Services
If it’s April, then it’s time to
renew the Heavy Vehicle Use
Tax (HVUT).
BCT continues to offer the
service of filing the HVUT for
Owner Operators and provide
an installment payment plan
to cover the annual fee. All
owner operators will receive a
letter in their settlements, asking if they want to file themselves or have BCT file for
them.
Whatever the choice ALL
need to sign and return the
form to Driver Services.
For those who choose to
participate, they need to complete the letter by confirming
and/or updated the information provided. This is the
time to make any necessary
corrections so that the IRS
can accurately post your payment.
The second document
mailed to those who choose to
have BCT file, is a copy of the
completed 2290 IRS tax form
that needs to be signed and
returned to Driver Services.
Both documents are timesensitive and need to be returned as soon as possible
and can be faxed. It is a
lengthy process that cannot
be processed in a timely manner without your cooperation.
Thanks up front for your
help. If you have any questions at all please do not hesitate to call Driver Services @
800/544-5989 opt. #4.

-Danelle Holt
Driver Services

Karen Sparks celebrates 25 years
as accountant after starting in 1995
Karen started with Boise
Cascade in March 1995 as an
accountant in the Shared Accounting Services group.
In 2018 she moved to the
Trucking division. Her vast
knowledge of systems and processes has been a great resource to the department. Karen is a graduate of Oregon
State.
Away from the office, she is
involved in the Girl Scouts organization where she helps
manage the distribution of the
annual Girl Scout Cookies shipment to the troops in the Boise
and Meridian area (as well as
helping everyone in the Trucking department obtain access
to boxes their favorite cookies).
Karen also volunteers for the
Bountiful Baskets community program. Thank you Karen for everything you do in making our organization and community
stronger. Congratulations on

Karen Sparks
your 25 years of amazing service
to the company.

-Carl Withers
PCA/BCT Controller
Transportation

Michele Crain steps up
to fill safety gap for
mechanics, spotters
I would like to say thanks to
my wife
Michele. Since
we have been
unable to get
any hand
sanitizer
anywhere, she Michele Crain
made some
homemade hand sanitizer for the
mechanics and the spotters to
use.
Hopefully, it will hold us over
until the supplies we have back
ordered ship.-

-Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.
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CSA Reports for Owner Operators and Company Drivers
CSA BASICS

UNSAFE
DRIVING

Intervention
Threshold

HOURS OFSERVICE

DRIVER
FITNESS

VEHICLE
MAINT.

CRASH
INDICAT.

ISS
Score

65%

65%

80%

80%

65%

Feb. 10, 2020

6%

46%

0%

87%

52%

74

Mar. 19, 2020

7%

45%

0%

88%

88%

74

Apr. 7,2020

7%

44%

0%

88%

87%

74

Feb. 10, 2020

2%

0%

0%

21%

45%

32

Mar. 19, 2020

1%

0%

0%

33%

45%

32

Apr. 7,2020

1%

0%

0%

29%

43%

32

BCT, Inc.

Company

Inc. = Inconclusive

No Vios = No Violations

Kudos???

* = Exceeds

Send
Someone
it to:
make your
job
easier, make a special
Craiglockwood@packagingcorp.com
effort for PCA/BCT customers, display their concern
for safety?

Improving

Alert

Working safely
means being
able to enjoy
life outside of
work (safely).
-Shaun Reilly
Allentown Terminal Mgr.
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Winter brings tough
road conditions.
Tony Humburg

Fred
If you’re
an Owner-Operator
McCoy

Recommend a new
Owner-Operator to

BCT and earn cash!

Most accidents can be
avoided if you slow down
and increase following
distance.




Eric Jenkins

“Finding
good OwnerOperators is
important to
BCT. We
feel our own
-Pat Robinson
drivers are
the best source of new
people who meet our
safety and service
standards.”
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Kudos
One way we
thank others for
their help
making our business
work and better serving
our customers safely.

Trucking
with a new owner to be sure he
was clear on everything.

Appreciation for
pandemic efforts
From Shaun Reilly
Allentown Terminal Mgr.

Thanks for all the drivers who
have been able to support the
business while going through the
Pandemic.

Drivers thanked for
safety and service
From Rebecca Moore
Vancouver Terminal Mgr.

I would like to thank all of the
Owner Operators and Salem
dedicated for their continued efforts to deliver to our customers
safely and on time. Thank you
for your constant due diligence being safe during this time of
fighting off the COVID 19.
Keep up the GREAT work
and thank you again for all you
do!

Thanks for hot load
help during pandemic
From Abel Franco
Industry Terminal Mgr.

Waco Driver Wayne Bramble

‘Can do’ attitude
is strong at Waco
From Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.

I would like to thank our drivers for their “Can Do” attitude. I
caught up with Wayne Bramble
over at the DeRidder Mill. He
had taken a hot load down to
Houston and got a backhaul from
our Mill coming back to Waco.

GM proud of team
response, service

I’d like to thank Jann Manifesto for helping me cover
some hot loads going to Walmart
during the pandemic. I really appreciate the help. Thanks again
Jann.

From Dan Bernert
BCT General Mgr.

Bates helps with
Safestart training

As we face these challenges,
I am uplifted by the resiliency
and compassion of PCA/BCT
team.

From Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.

I am very proud of our drivers, mechanics and staff who
have quickly adapted to new
temporary normal. We continue
to work together to maintain that
reputation for safety and service
that has kept our customers delighted for decades.

I would like to thank Ron
Bates for coming to DeRidder
for another round of SafeStart
training. Thanks for bringing this
valuable safety training to our
drivers and spotters.
Also, I would like to thank
Jimbo Matthis for staying late
to go over satellite operations

and follow the guidelines of PCA,
Government and Health officials.
We will get through this.

These past several weeks
have been challenging for all of
us in ways we never could have
imagined.

Please continue to keep
yourselves and your families safe

Customer praises
Columbus drivers
(The following was an email
received by Columbus Terminal
Mgr. Rob Roop from PCA Columbus Resource Manager Lali
Kapanadaze)
Rob,
Last week I visited our new
customer Genpak in Scottsburg,
IN.
Genpak is PCA’s national
account and Scottsburg plant
was the only plant that PCA didn’t
run the boxes for.
I wanted to share with you
that entire Genpak team was very
pleased with PCA’s performance.
They complemented on how
polite, courteous and friendly our
drivers are when they make deliveries.
I was very proud hearing the
good things they had to say
about PCA Columbus plant and
wanted to share with you as your
drivers ar
Rob added to following:
It has been a collected effort
with fleet as 12 different drivers
have made deliveries into
Genpak.
Collectively, we appreciate all
of you guys as well, without you,
these opportunities aren’t possible.

Trucking
Cassie Wood is tenth from BCT to earn
Certified Transportation Professional title

Kudos

BCT Load Planner Daniel Henry
with his son Corbin.

Henry shines in
first year at Waco
Please join me in congratulating Daniel on surviving his first
year in Trucking.
Since he took over the Southern owner fleet (7583) has grown
by 20 percent and, more importantly, the good guys are
sticking around.
He’s excelled at using all of
our exasperating tools (TMW,
Omni, Tchek, Total Mail, etc.)
and has built good relationships
with both internal and external
customers. He’s a calming presence and I think Stephanie is
glad to have him around.
According to Ron Bates
(Waco TM) “Daniel has added a
lot of sanity to the office here. He
is always jumping in to lend a
hand during the chaotic times”.

iel.

Thanks for your efforts Dan-

-Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.

Kudo’s to Cassie Wood for
earning the National Private
Truck Council’s (NPTC) “Certified
Transportation Professional” (CTP) designation. Cassie
becomes the tenth BCT Inc.
manager to earn CTP stripes.
In the eyes of the National Private Truck Council, The CTP
designation is a benchmark of
excellence that validates the individual has the knowledge and
ability to understand operational
and regulatory issues, is able to
identify and evaluate potential
cost and savings opportunities
and is capable of developing systems and practices geared toward meeting your company’s
transportation objectives.
“I had been anticipating this
test for more than 2 years. Managing my time was the most challenging part of the CTP process
for me,” Wood said. “ I had just
started my spring semester in
college when I left for Jacksonville in January, so I had limited
time to study for the CTP exam. I
trusted the hands-on transportation experience I acquired during
the 15 years I have been employed with BCT/PCA. Needless
to say, I was so relieved when I

Cassie Wood, CTP*
Transportation Manager |
White Paper Division
found out I passed the exam.”
CTP curriculum is focused on
five core subject matter disciplines of private fleet management: Finance, Safety, Human
Resources/Legal, vehicle equipment/Maintenance and operations. All applicants are required
to attend a one week interactive
workshop that covers all five subject matter disciplines.

-Dan Bernert
BCT General Mgr.

Keeping the Workforce Safe
Over the road drivers already practice social distancing by the nature of their jobs. However, there are some best practices to avoid exposure to the virus and stay healthy:



At truck stops, use wet wipes or tissues when touching surfaces
such as fuel pumps and doorknobs.
 Wash hands when entering and exiting restrooms.




When possible, don’t touch doors, counter tops, or other surfaces.

Cough or sneeze into a tissue, then throw away immediately. If no
tissue is available, cough or sneeze into an elbow and wash the garment as soon as possible.
 Limit proximity with other people as much as possible. Try to stay at
least six feet apart.
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A positive post
Jackson Terminal Manager Amy Barron had help from
her husband and two grandchildren recently. She said:
Thank you to Scott, Jaxton and Everlie for coming out
and putting up our mailbox. Best work crew ever! And
the cutest!

Go to: www.protread.com/
1.Click Pro-Tread “User Login”
2.Login:
User ID: YourName (no space between names)
User ID: YourName (again, exactly the same)
Site ID: Type in “200744”
4.Click “Login”
5.Chose “Lesson Menu”
6.Choose “All Lessons By Title”
7.Choose “Road Rage”
8.Disclaimer ... Choose “Accept”
9.Lesson loads and starts automatically
10.You see “Congratulations” when completed.
Click “Stop” button to get credit for completing the
lesson.

